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Let L(s, Z) be the Dirichlet L-unction with Z primitive (mod k),
k 1. Let No(T, Z) be the number o zeros o L(s, Z) on the segment s= 1/2
+it, O_t T. The purpose o.2 the present note is to give brie2 proo2 o2
Theorem. Let Tk /+, U(kT) /+ with small 0. Then we
1.

have

N0(T + U, Z) N0(T, Z) U log T.
This should be compared with Karatsuba [2], and we stress that
minor modification o our argument can yield a slight improvement upon
his result. There are two important ingredients in our argument" One is
Atkinson’s method [1], and the other is Weil’s result [6] on character sums.
More specifically, we have combined Selberg’s ideas [5] with ours [3]-[4].
2. Here we outline our proo o the theorem. The details will be
published elsewhere.
Let L(s, Z)= (s, Z)L(1--s, 2) be the unctional equation or L(s, Z), and
put X(t,Z)=-/(1/2+it, Z)L(1/2+it, Z) which is real or real t. Also, as
in [5], let a(,) be the coefficient in the Dirichlet series expansion 2o.r (s) -/,
and let fl(,)=a(,)(log /,)/lo.g with to be determined later. We put
(t, Z)= Z(,)(,), ’/)-.
And we consider the estimation

o

3-U log T

=

L
-U log T

+i(T+t+u), x (T+t+u, Z)du--H e-t/dt,

where H<<I, (T)/+UT-.
Invoking the result o [4] we have, as a first step,

e -/

(1)
-U log T

Then we apply a modified version o. Atkinson’s splitting argument to this
product o values o L-unctions. For this sake let a, b be two positive
integers such that (a, b)= 1 and (ab, )= 1. And we write, or Re (z) 1,
Re (w) 1,
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}(m)7(n)m-n
The first sum is 2(a)Z(b)a-b-zL(z+w, Z0) where Z0 is the principal character
(mod k). The other two sums are treated as in [3, V], and we get, or Re (z)
L(z, )L(w, )= {

bn

amOn

ambn

1, Re (w)l,
L(z, )L(w, 70=7(a)Z(b)a-wb-zL(z+ w,
2 ) +7(a)(b)k--a-b-F(z+w-1)(z+w-1)

F(z +
Here

F(w)

+ (a)Z(b)az

-

g,(z, w Z)= Z(a)a {F(z)F(w)(e

-

(1--p/w-)

(g (z, w; Z)+ g,(w, z;

1)(e’"

1)}

-

b-1

/c

c=O ,=i

(m)7(am + n)

where (c)=1 i c=0 and 3(c)=0 i c0, and the contour C.is aspirin [3].
In (2)we set z=l/2+i(T+t+u), w=l/2--i(T+t+v), a=,,/(,,,,,), b=
,,/(,,, ,,), and insert it into (1). The contribution to I of the first two.
terms on the right o (2) can be estimated as in [5], and we see that it is
((UHm(log )-n, providing (log )- gHg(log )-/. Hence, or such H we
have
(.)I UT + UHm(log )-/+
(,k) =1

(4)

e_(t/U)ga,

1

1

+i(T+t+u), --i(T+t+v), Z

dt dudv

where a, b are as above.
On the other hand, when e(z) <0, e(w)> 1, we may deduce, from (),
,(, Z)= h,,(, Z)+ h,(e, )

-

h,(, w Z)= =1 a__(, Z ab)e -"/
(, z ab)=

-

fg=n

z-(l+ z)-e-/dz,

Z(m)2(m+)e
m=l

where akak--1 (mod b) and abab--1 (modk). Then we have to find an
analytic continuation o h, (z, 1--z-/r; Z) which is defined or Re(z)O
and real r. This is accomplished, as in [3, II], by computing the truncated
Voronoi ormula or the sum
A(x)= a:(n, Z; ab)e -/,
nx

or XI, r((1, and arbitrary a, b,
A(x) dx Xn + (kX)
and thus a continuation o h,(z,l--z-ir;Z) to Re(z)3/4. Withthis we
may ollow closely the argument o [3]-[4], and show that the infinite
which yields, uniformly

I:

,

integral in (4) is <<abT(kT/U) /. Namely we have
I (( UH/(log )-n + UT-+ T (kT/U) /.
In much the same way we can show the same estimate

or

J. Then,
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choosing -T (> appropriately we obtain the upper bound ( UH/(log )-/
for both I and J, providing (kT)/)/gU<__T-. The rest o the proof is
much the same as the corresponding part o [5].
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